Place coding of vowel formants for cochlear implant patients.
Four multiple-channel cochlear implant patients were tested with synthesized versions of the words "hid, head, had, hud, hod, hood" containing 1, 2, or 3 formants, and with a natural 2-formant version of the same words. The formant frequencies were encoded in terms of the positions of electrical stimulation in the cochlea. Loudness, duration, and fundamental frequency were kept fixed within the synthetic stimulus sets. The average recognition scores were 47%, 61%, 62%, and 79% for the synthesized 1-, 2-, and 3-format vowels and the natural vowels, respectively. These scores showed that the place coding of the first and second formant frequencies accounted for a large part of the vowel recognition of cochlear implant patients using these coding schemes. The recognition of the natural stimuli was significantly higher than recognition of the synthetic stimuli, indicating that extra cues such as loudness, duration, and fundamental frequency contributed to recognition of the spoken words.